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BDI’s new Cloud 9 Console is a lofty
table design that is at home in an
entryway, but its slim profile also fits
neatly in a hallway or behind a sofa.
H: 31" x W: 50" x D: 16"

When workspace is at a premium,
Soma Lift Coffee Table rises to the
occasion as an unexpected
worksurface, moving up or down on
its non-powered pneumatic column.
H: 43" x W: 27" x D: 28"

BDI extends the Soma Collection with
a new non-powered Lift Console that
offers a wider array of options for
consumers who need flexible spaces
in the home.
H: 43" x W: 15" x D: 28"

Soma Lift Desks are a new take on
sit-stand desks and are available in
two sizes to accommodate various
spaces in the home. Digital control
paddles easily move the desks to
user ’s desired height.
H: 72" x W: 31" x D: 24"

BDI introduces the Corridor SV Bar,
designed for living areas where
space is at a premium. Though its
footprint is narrow, this bar pours on
all the features of a full-sized
standing bar.
H: 44" x W: 50" x D: 15"

https://www.bdipress.com
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COMPANY INFORMATION
BDI is a leading home furnishings manufacturer, specializing in innovative media furniture and office solutions that are designed to seamlessly
integrate technology into the home. Our collection also includes contemporary shelving systems, occasional tables and more. 

BDI’s designs can be found in fine home furnishings and electronics retailers throughout the US, Canada and internationally, bringing
contemporary home furnishings to all those who appreciate great design. 

As a design driven company, our primary goal is to develop beautiful—and functional—furniture that not only stands the test of time, but
transcends trends.

BDI is based in Chantilly, VA, and ships to retailers nationwide. Export opportunities are also available.
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PRESS RELEASES
BDI Expands Soma Collection to Offer Flexible Workspace Solutions for the Whole Home

BDI Raises the Bar on Entertainment with Corridor SV

BDI Rounds Out Cloud 9 Collection with New Console Table

BDI Introduces the Interval Collection of Home Entertainment Cabinets and Consoles
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